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Abstract. We define, for any partition of a state space and for formulas of the
modal µ-calculus, two variants of precision for abstractions that have the partition set as state space. These variants are defined via satisfaction parity games in
which the Refuter can replace a concrete state with any state in the same partition
before, respectively after, a quantifier move. These games are independent of the
kind of abstraction. Our first variant makes the abstraction games of de Alfaro et
al. model-independent, captures the definition of precision given by Shoham &
Grumberg, and corresponds to generalized Kripke modal transition systems. Our
second variant is then shown to render more precise abstractions in the form of
µ-automata without fairness. We discuss the relative tradeoffs of both variants in
terms of the size of abstractions, the perceived cost of their synthesis via theorem
provers, and the preservation of equations that are valid over concrete models.
Finally, we sketch a combination of both abstraction methods.

1 Introduction
Model checking [4, 20] provides a framework for verifying properties of systems: a
system is represented by a mathematical model M , a property of interest is coded within
a formal language as some φ, and satisfaction is a formally defined predicate M |= φ.
Here we consider the prominent approach where properties are described in terms of the
modal µ-calculus [18]. The fact that the size of M is often exponential or even infinite
in its description, which could be a computer program, often requires alternatives to the
direct computation of M |= φ. Predicate abstraction [13] attempts to address this by
constructing an abstract model M α from a partition of the state space of M such that
properties of a certain kind that hold in M α also hold in M .
Dams [7] develops techniques that, for a fixed kind of abstraction, produce an abstract model M α of M , with an abstraction relation between states of M and states of
M α , that is as precise as possible: no other abstraction of M with the same abstraction
relation as M α will satisfy more properties that hold for M . This links “precision” to
“completeness” as used in abstract interpretation [6]. Such notions of precision have
then been studied further in the literature, as, e.g., in [5, 8, 21, 23, 14]. De Alfaro et al.
[1] define precision for the (alternating-time) µ-calculus for may- and must-transitions
via a parity game in which the Refuter can replace in its first move a concrete state
with any state in the same partition. In order to obtain a model-independent definition
of preciseness (which cannot speak of must- and may-transitions) we transform their

games into a satisfaction game, restricting our attention to the modal µ-calculus and to
partition-based abstraction. We call the resulting approach pre-abstraction.
Main contribution. In this paper, we present a new variant of precision for abstractions
over an underlying state space partition. It is similar to the definition of pre-abstraction
except that the Refuter can replace a concrete state with any state in the same partition
after a quantifier move (and not before, as is the case for pre-abstraction). We show that
our variant of precision renders more precise abstractions in the form of µ-automata
without fairness, whereas generalized Kripke modal transition systems are obtained
from pre-abstraction. Both notions are incremental and sound for abstraction-based
verification, and so suitable enhancements for algorithms based on counter-exampleguided abstraction-refinement (CEGAR). Our discussion shows that both notions have
their relative merits, so tools may benefit from having both notions at their disposal.
Further related work. In [15] a kind of model is developed for which precise, finitestate abstractions can be computed by a generalization of predicate abstraction; indeed,
pre-abstractions can be obtained in this framework as a special case. Shoham & Grumberg [22] define precision also independent of the abstract models and in terms of properties of algebraic operators, instead of coinduction in terms of games. Their approach
coincides with pre-abstraction for partition based abstractions, a fact we show in this paper, but also considers arbitrary abstraction relations, which render abstract models with
may-hypertransitions. An alternative to studying the precision of abstract models is the
analysis of precision of model checking algorithms: Bruns & Godefroid develop generalized model checking in [3] as an improvement of the compositional model checking
semantics in [2], and Jagadeesan & Godefroid apply this in the context of abstraction
refinement in [11]. Semantically self-minimizing formulas [12] enjoy the property that
the compositional check of [2] yields the same result as the expensive one based on
generalized model checking.
Outline. In Section 2 we review Kripke structures, alternating tree automata, and their
standard satisfaction game. For an abstraction function mapping concrete to abstract
states, “pre-abstraction”, and our new variant “post-abstraction”, are presented in Section 3, shown to be sound approximations of standard satisfaction games, and our new
variant is proved to be more precise than pre-abstraction. In Sections 4 and 5, these variant games — which operate on the concrete state space — are proven to have equivalent
versions on abstract models: pre-abstraction corresponds to using generalized Kripke
modal transition systems, and post-abstraction to using µ-automata without fairness.
In Section 6 we sketch how both kinds of abstract models can be (approximatively)
synthesized with the help of a theorem prover. The tradeoffs between both abstraction
methods are investigated in Section 7 and the incremental nature of both abstraction
techniques is established in Section 8. A combination of both abstraction techniques is
discussed in Section 9 and conclusions are stated in Section 10. An appendix contains
some proof sketches, at the discretion of referees.
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2 Preliminaries
Throughout, P(S) denotes the power set of a set S. Functional composition is denoted
by ◦. Given a relation ρ ⊆ B × C with subset X ⊆ B we write X.ρ for {c ∈ C | ∃b ∈
X : (b, c) ∈ ρ}. For a sequence of tuples Φ we write Φ[i] for the sequence obtained from
Φ through projection into the i-th coordinate. Let map(f, Φ) be the sequence obtained
from Φ by applying function f to all elements of Φ in situ.
Kripke structures. Without loss of generality, we won’t consider action labels on models in this paper. Thus the concrete models, e.g. discrete dynamical systems or the semantical models of programs, considered here are Kripke structures over a finite set of
propositions AP, the building blocks for properties one wants to model check.
Definition 1 (Kripke structure). A Kripke structure K over AP is a tuple (S, R, L)
such that S is a set of states, R ⊆ S×S its state transition relation, and L : S → P(AP)
its labeling function.
A Kripke structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A Kripke structure. The propositions true (resp. false) at a state are depicted (resp. depicted
in negated form) within state borders. Arrows s → s0 denote (s, s0 ) ∈ R. State names are
depicted close to the corresponding state

Alternating tree automata. We present the modal µ-calculus in its equivalent form of
alternating tree automata [24].
Definition 2 (Tree automata). An alternating tree automaton A = (QA , δA , ΘA ) has
– a finite, nonempty set of states (q ∈)QA
– a transition relation δA mapping automaton states to one of the following forms,
where q 0 , q 00 are automaton states and p propositions from AP: p | ¬p | q 0 |
˜ q 00 | q 0 ∨
˜ q 00 | EX q 0 | AXq 0 and
q0 ∧
– an acceptance condition ΘA : QA → IN with finite image, where an infinite sequence of automata states is accepted iff the maximal acceptance number of those
that occur infinitely often is even.
An alternating tree automaton is depicted in Figure 2. For any infinite but bounded
sequence n of elements in IN we write sup(n) for the largest m that occurs in n
infinitely often. The satisfaction relation of Kripke structures is defined via 2-person
3
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Fig. 2. An alternating tree automaton. Accepting values are depicted next to states. At state q̂, it
expresses that, after any transition, (i) there is a transition (to q0 ) such that no further transition is
possible; and (ii) there is a transition (to q1 ) such that q̈ holds again

games over configurations. In such games, only one player may move in a given configuration and a strategy for a player is a partial function that, given a finite word of
configurations that ends in a configuration of that player, determines the new configuration such that this choice is consistent with the rules of the game.
Definition 3 (Satisfaction game).
– Finite satisfaction plays for Kripke structure K and alternating tree automaton A
have the rules and winning conditions given in Table 1. An infinite play Φ is a win
for the Verifier iff sup(map(Θ, Φ[2])) is even; otherwise it is won by the Refuter.
– Kripke structure K satisfies automaton A in (s, q) ∈ S × Q, written (K, s) |=
(A, q), iff the Verifier has a strategy for the corresponding satisfaction game between K and A with which he wins all satisfaction plays started at (s, q).

p: the Verifier wins if p ∈ L(s); the Refuter wins if p 6∈ L(s)
¬p: the Verifier wins if p ∈
/ L(s); the Refuter wins if p ∈ L(s)
q 0 : the next configuration is (s, q 0 )
˜ q2 : the Refuter picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (s, q 0 )
q1 ∧
˜ q2 : the Verifier picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (s, q 0 )
q1 ∨
EX q 0 : the Verifier picks s0 ∈ {s}.R; the next configuration is (s0 , q 0 )
AX q 0 : the Refuter picks s0 ∈ {s}.R; the next configuration is (s0 , q 0 ).
Table 1. Rules for satisfaction game at configuration (s, q) ∈ S × Q, specified through a case
analysis on the value of δ(q). Satisfaction plays are sequences of configurations generated thus

Example 1. For the Kripke structure K̂ in Figure 1 and the alternating tree automaton
Â in Figure 2 we have (K̂, ŝ) |= (Â, q̂): at the EX -state q0 the Verifier chooses the
transition pointing to ŝ0 or ŝ00 , respectively; at the EX -state q1 the Verifier chooses the
transition along the lower line of states in K̂.

3 Partition-induced satisfaction games
We introduce two variants of the satisfaction game between a Kripke structure K with
state set S and an alternating tree automaton A: a pre-game and a post-game, referring
4

to the pre- and post-image of the state transition relation of the Kripke structure, respectively. These games are derived from a surjective abstraction function α : S → I that
maps concrete states s ∈ S into designated abstract ones α(s) ∈ I. States s and s 0 are
compatible iff α(s) = α(s0 ).
Configurations of the pre-game are pairs (i, q) ∈ I ×QA , but the Verifier will always
be forced to move with respect to a concrete configuration (s, q) with α(s) = i where
s is chosen by the Refuter, and these moves for the Verifier are as for the ordinary
satisfaction game. Configurations of the post-game are pairs (s, q) ∈ S × Q A . The
difference between the pre- and the post-game resides in the capabilities of the Refuter.
In the pre-game he can switch between compatible states before a quantifier or literal
move by either player is being made; in the post-game he may switch to a compatible
state after a quantifier move by either player has been made. We formalize this:
Definition 4 (Pre-games and post-games). Let K = (S, R, L) be a Kripke structure
and α : S → I a surjective abstraction function.
– Pre-games:
• Finite pre-satisfaction plays for K, α, and alternating tree automaton A have
the rules and winning conditions given in Table 2. An infinite play Φ is won by
the Verifier iff sup(map(Θ, Φ[2])) is even; otherwise it is won by the Refuter.
• Model K pre-satisfies automaton A for α in (s, q) ∈ S ×Q, written (K, s) |=α
−
(A, q), iff the Verifier has a strategy for the corresponding pre-satisfaction
game between K and A such that the Verifier wins all pre-satisfaction plays
started at (α(s), q) with that strategy.
– Post-games:
• Finite post-satisfaction plays for K, α, and alternating tree automaton A have
the rules and winning conditions given in Table 3. An infinite play Φ is won by
the Verifier iff sup(map(Θ, Φ[2])) is even; otherwise it is won by the Refuter.
• Model K post-satisfies automaton A for α in (s, q) ∈ S×Q, written (K, s) |=α
+
(A, q), iff the Verifier has a strategy for the corresponding post-satisfaction
game between K and A such that the Verifier wins all post-satisfaction plays
started at (s, q) with that strategy.
Example 2. Consider the Kripke structure K̂ from Figure 1 and the alternating tree
automaton Â from Figure 2. Let α̂ be the function that maps ŝ to î, ŝ0 to î0 , ŝ00 to î00 , and
000
α̂
ŝ000
n to î for n ∈ IN. Then (K̂, ŝ) |=− (Â, q̂): at the EX -state q0 the Verifier chooses
0
00
ŝ or ŝ , depending on which one is possible; at the EX -state q1 the Verifier chooses
an element from {ŝ000
n | n ∈ IN}, depending on which one is possible. Furthermore,
(K̂, ŝ) |=α̂
(
Â,
q̂)
holds,
reasoned similarly as before.
+
Both pre-satisfaction and post-satisfaction are sound, their satisfaction instances imply satisfaction instances of the underlying Kripke structure. Moreover, post-satisfaction
is more precise than pre-satisfaction. Formally:
Theorem 1 (Soundness of abstract satisfaction games). Let K = (S, R, L) be a
Kripke structure and α : S → I a surjective function. Then pre-satisfaction implies
5

p: the Refuter picks s ∈ S with α(s) = i; the Verifier wins if p ∈ L(s); the Refuter wins if
p 6∈ L(s)
¬p: the Refuter picks s ∈ S with α(s) = i; the Verifier wins if p ∈
/ L(s); the Refuter wins if
p ∈ L(s)
q 0 : the next configuration is (i, q 0 )
˜ q2 : the Refuter picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (i, q 0 )
q1 ∧
˜ q2 : the Verifier picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (i, q 0 )
q1 ∨
EX q 0 : the Refuter picks s ∈ S with α(s) = i; the Verifier picks s0 ∈ {s}.R; the next configuration is (α(s0 ), q 0 )
AX q 0 : the Refuter picks s ∈ S with α(s) = i and then picks s0 ∈ {s}.R; the next configuration
is (α(s0 ), q 0 ).
Table 2. Rules for pre-satisfaction game for α : S → I at configuration (i, q) ∈ I × Q, based on
a case analysis of δ(q). Pre-satisfaction plays are sequences of configurations generated thus

EX q 0 : the Verifier picks s0 ∈ {s}.R; the Refuter picks s00 ∈ S with α(s0 ) = α(s00 ); the next
configuration is (s00 , q 0 )
AX q 0 : the Refuter picks s0 ∈ {s}.R and then some s00 ∈ S with α(s0 ) = α(s00 ); the next
configuration is (s0 , q 0 ).
Table 3. Rules for post-satisfaction game at configuration (s, q) ∈ S × Q, specified through a
case analysis of δ(q). Omitted rules are as for the standard satisfaction game in Table 1. Postsatisfaction plays are sequences of configurations generated thus

post-satisfaction, which in turn implies satisfaction: for all states s and all rooted alternating tree automata (A, q):
α
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=+ (A, q)
(K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |= (A, q) .

Moreover, the above implications are strict in general.
Example 3. The strictness of the inclusions in Theorem 1 can be seen as follows: For
the Kripke structure K̂ from Figure 1 and α̂ from Example 2 we have (K̂, ŝ) |= EX p,
α̂
α̂
˜
˜
but (K̂, ŝ) 6|=α̂
+ EX p; and (K̂, ŝ) |=+ EX (p ∨ EX p), but (K̂, ŝ) 6|=− EX (p ∨ EX p).
The notions of pre- and post-satisfaction, and their soundness with respect to satisfaction, make them suitable for abstraction-based model checking. Their operational
make-up appeals to information that resides only in the concrete model to begin with.
Therefore a method for abstracting concrete models, such that the satisfaction game
over abstract models precisely captures the pre- (resp. post-)game for the concrete
model, is needed. We carry out this programme in the next two sections and show, as
perhaps expected, that the generalized Kripke modal transition systems of [22] and their
satisfaction game capture pre-satisfaction. For post-satisfaction, we suggest to work
with µ-automata [16, 9] without fairness and show a precise correspondence as well.
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4 Precise abstractions for pre-satisfaction
Our models for abstraction of pre-satisfaction are taken from [22], and are a variant of
disjunctive modal transition systems [19].
Definition 5 (Generalized Kripke modal transition systems). A generalized Kripke
modal transition system M over AP is a tuple (S, R − , R+ , L) with S as set of states,
R− ⊆ S × P(S) as set of must-transitions,1 R+ ⊆ S × S as set of may-transitions,
and L : S → P(AP ∪ {¬p | p ∈ AP}) as labeling function. To highlight that a musttransition (s, D) has a non-singleton target set D we speak of must-hypertransitions.
This generalized Kripke modal transition system M is finite if S is finite.
A generalized Kripke modal transition system is illustrated in Figure 3. We now
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Fig. 3. A generalized Kripke modal transition system. Propositional labelings and state names
are used as in Figure 1. Dashed arrows model may-transitions and solid arrows model musttransitions. The self-loop at state î000 is a must-transition with {î000 } as target. The musthypertransition from î000 has set {î0 , î00 } as target

define satisfaction over generalized Kripke modal transition systems:
Definition 6 (Satisfaction for generalized Kripke modal transition systems).
– Finite satisfaction plays for a generalized Kripke modal transition system G and
an alternating tree automaton A have the rules and winning conditions as stated in
Table 4. An infinite play Φ is a win for the Verifier iff sup(map(Θ, Φ[2])) is even;
otherwise it is won by the Refuter.
– The generalized Kripke modal transition system G satisfies the alternating tree
automaton A in configuration (s, q) ∈ S × Q, written (G, s) |= (A, q), iff the
Verifier has a strategy for the corresponding satisfaction game between G and A
such that the Verifier wins all satisfaction plays started at (s, q) with that strategy.
The satisfaction game in Table 4 amounts to playing a parity game, so the decidability of such satisfaction instances is in UP ∩ coUP [17].
Example 4. For the generalized Kripke modal transition system Ĝ from Figure 3 and
the alternating tree automaton Â from Figure 2 we have (Ĝ, î) |= (Â, q̂): at the EX -state
1

We adhere to the convention of using − for must-transitions and + for may-transitions and
note that the paper [22] uses + for must-transitions and − for may-transitions.
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¬p: the Verifier wins if ¬p ∈ L(s); the Refuter wins if ¬p 6∈ L(S)
EX q 0 : the Verifier picks D 0 ∈ {s}.R− ; the Refuter picks s0 ∈ D0 ; the next configuration is
(s0 , q 0 )
AX q 0 : the Refuter picks s0 ∈ {s}.R+ ; the next configuration is (s0 , q 0 )
Table 4. Rules for satisfaction game between a generalized Kripke modal transition system and
an alternating tree automaton at configuration (s, q) ∈ S × Q, based on a case analysis of δ(q).
Omitted rules are as in Table 1. Satisfaction plays are sequences of configurations generated thus

q0 the Verifier chooses the must-transition (î000 , {î0 , î00 }); at the EX -state q1 the Verifier
˜ EX p) nor its
chooses the self-loop (î000 , {î000 }). Note that (Ĝ, î) neither satisfies EX (p∨
˜
‘negation’ AX (¬p∧AX ¬p).
Every Kripke structure K has a natural representation as a generalized Kripke modal
+
transition system G[K] where LG[K] (s) = LK (s) ∪ {¬p | p 6∈ LK (s)}, RG[K]
= R,
−
and RG[K] is R embedded from S × S into S × P(S). Since (K, s) |= (A, q) iff
(G[K], s) |= (A, q) the overloading of “satisfaction” and its symbol |= are justified.
Given a surjective function α : S → I and a Kripke structure K = (S, R, L) we
follow [22] and let I be the abstract state set, have a may-transition between two abstract
states iff there is a transition in the Kripke structure such that the source and target are
abstracted to the corresponding abstract states, and have a must-transition from i to I 0
iff every Kripke state s abstracted to i has a transition to an element that is abstracted to
an element from I 0 . Abstract labelings have a similar must-interpretation. Formally:
Definition 7 (Pre-abstractions). Let K = (S, R, L) be a Kripke structure and α : S →
I a surjective function. Then the pre-abstraction of K for α is the generalized Kripke
−
+
modal transition system GK
α = (I, RK,α , RK,α , LK,α ) where
−
RK,α
= {(i, D) | ∀s ∈ S : [α(s) = i ⇒ ∃s0 ∈ {s}.R : α(s0 ) ∈ D]}
+
RK,α
= {(i, i0 ) | ∃(s, s0 ) ∈ R : [α(s) = i & α(s0 ) = i0 ]}
LK,α (i) = {p | p ∈ AP & ∀s ∈ S : [α(s) = i ⇒ p ∈ L(s)]} ∪

{¬p | p ∈ AP & ∀s ∈ S : [α(s) = i ⇒ p ∈
/ L(s)]}
The pre-abstraction is finite whenever I is finite.
Example 5. The pre-abstraction of K̂ from Figure 1 for α̂ from Example 3 is the generalized Kripke modal transition system from Figure 3, where must-transitions (s, D) are
omitted if they have a must-transition (s, D 0 ) with D0 ⊆ D — those omissions won’t
impact the satisfaction relation and can speed up the synthesis of abstractions.
Possible occurrences of must-hypertransitions make the complexity of the abstraction exponential in I in the worst case. Pre-abstraction is precise and sound for presatisfaction, as already illustrated via Examples 2, 3, 4 and 5:
Theorem 2 (Correspondence of pre-game and pre-abstraction). Let K = (S, R, L)
be a Kripke structure, A an alternating tree automaton, q ∈ Q A , s ∈ S, and α : S → I
8

a surjective function. Then
K
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇐⇒ (Gα , α(s)) |= (A, q)

5 Precise abstractions for post-satisfaction
The models we propose for post-abstractions are µ-automata [16] without fairness. We
use the notation of [9]. All µ-automata in this paper are without fairness.
Definition 8 (µ-automata). A µ-automaton M over AP is a tuple (O, B, ⇒, →, L)
such that (o ∈)O is the set of OR-states, (b ∈)B the set of BRANCH-states (disjoint
from O), ⇒ ⊆ O × B the OR-transition relation, → ⊆ B × O the BRANCH-transition
relation, and L : B → P(AP) the labeling function. M is finite if both O and B are.
A µ-automaton is given in Figure 4. We define satisfaction over µ-automata next:
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Fig. 4. A µ-automaton. OR-states are depicted as unfilled circles and BRANCH-states as filled
circles. Literals (shown in smaller font) that are true at a BRANCH-state are depicted next to it.
The name of a state is also shown close to it

Definition 9 (Satisfaction for µ-automata).
– Finite satisfaction plays for a µ-automaton M and alternating tree automaton A
have the rules and winning conditions stated in Table 5. An infinite play Φ is a win
for the Verifier iff sup(map(Θ, Φ[2])) is even; otherwise it is won by the Refuter.
– The µ-automaton M satisfies the alternating tree automaton A in (β, q) ∈ (O ∪
B) × Q, written (M, β) |= (A, q), iff the Verifier has a strategy for the corresponding satisfaction game between M and A such that the Verifier wins all satisfaction
plays started at (β, q) with her strategy.
Similar to the satisfaction game for generalized Kripke modal transition systems,
the satisfaction game for µ-automata corresponds to a parity game. So deciding such
satisfaction instances is in UP ∩ coUP.
Example 6. For the µ-automaton M̂ in Figure 4 and the alternating tree automaton Â
in Figure 2 we have (M̂ , î) |= (Â, q̂): at (b̂3 , q1 ) and at (b̂4 , q1 ) the Verifier chooses
the transition to î000 ; at (b̂3 , q0 ) and at (b̂4 , q0 ) she chooses the transition to î0 , resp. î00 .
Furthermore, it is easily seen that Ĝ satisfies neither EX p nor its ‘negation’ AX ¬p at q̂.
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β ∈ O: the Refuter picks b ∈ {β}.⇒; the next configuration is (b, q)
β ∈ B and q = p: the Verifier wins if p ∈ L(β); the Refuter wins if p ∈
/ L(β)
β ∈ B and q = ¬p: the Verifier wins if p ∈
/ L(β); the Refuter wins if p ∈ L(β)
β ∈ B and q = q 0 : the next configuration is (β, q 0 )
˜ q2 : the Refuter picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (β, q 0 )
β ∈ B and q = q1 ∧
˜ q2 : the Verifier picks a q 0 from {q1 , q2 }; the next configuration is (β, q 0 )
β ∈ B and q = q1 ∨
β ∈ B and q = EX q 0 : the Verifier picks o ∈ {β}.→; the next configuration is (o, q 0 )
β ∈ B and q = AX q 0 : the Refuter picks o ∈ {β}.→; the next configuration is (o, q 0 ).
Table 5. Rules for satisfaction game between a µ-automaton M and an alternating tree automaton
A at configuration (β, q) ∈ (O ∪ B) × Q, based on the given case analysis. Satisfaction plays
are sequences of configurations generated thus

Given a surjective function α : S → I and a Kripke structure K = (S, R, L) we
now show that µ-automata yield precise abstractions for post-satisfaction. We consider
two states of K to be post-equivalent iff they satisfies the same propositions and if
the same elements of the partition induced by α are reachable by their one-step transitions. The equivalence classes obtained by the post-equivalences, called post-equivalent
classes, are encoded as elements from P(I ∪ AP), where (i) a proposition is valid at
b ∈ P(I ∪ AP) iff p ∈ b; and (ii) exactly those elements of the partition induced by α
that are contained in b are reachable. The expression BRK
α (s), formally defined below,
determines the post-equivalence class of s. Post-equivalence classes become BRANCHstates. The ability of the Refuter to switch to an element compatible with the target of
a transition is modeled in the abstraction by OR-states, elements of I. The OR-state
i ∈ I has a transition to a post-equivalence class E iff a concrete state s exists that is
abstracted to i by α and yields the post-equivalence class E. Formally:
Definition 10 (Post-abstractions). For Kripke structure K = (S, R, L) and surjective
function α : S → I, its post-abstraction is the µ-automaton MαK over P(I ∪ AP) where
OαK = I
BαK = P(I ∪ AP)
K
⇒K
with BRK
α = {(i, BRα (s)) | α(s) = i}
α (s) = L(s) ∪ α({s}.R)
→K
α
K
Lα (b)

= {(b, i) | i ∈ b}
= b ∩ AP

The post-abstraction is finite whenever I is finite.
Example 7. The five post-equivalence classes of K̂ from Figure 1 for α̂ from Example 3
000
are {ŝ}, {ŝ0 }, {ŝ00 }, {ŝ000
2n | n ∈ IN}, and {ŝ2n+1 | n ∈ IN}, having the representatives
000
0 000
(via function BRK
α ) b̂0 = {p, î }, b̂1 = {}, b̂2 = {p}, b̂3 = {p, î , î }, and b̂4 =
00 000
{î , î }. The post-abstraction of K̂ from Figure 1 for α̂ from Example 3 is the µautomaton from Figure 4, where non-reachable BRANCH-states from î are omitted.
The size of this abstraction can be exponential in I and in AP. The post-abstraction
is precise and sound for post-satisfaction, illustrated via Examples 2, 3, 6 and 7:
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Theorem 3 (Correspondence of post-game and post-abstraction). Let K = (S, R, L)
be a Kripke structure, A an alternating tree automaton, q ∈ Q A , s ∈ S, and α : S → I
a surjective function. Then
K
K
(K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇐⇒ (Mα , BRα (s)) |= (A, q)

6 Automated synthesis of precise abstractions
We discuss how the pre- and post-abstraction of a program can be automatically synthesized with the use of theorem provers for a Kripke structure K = (S, R, L) and
surjective abstraction function α : S → I, along the lines of [13, 10]. Suppose L is
a logic that contains at least all operators of propositional logic and all p ∈ AP as
predicates with a closed interpretation [[p]] ⊆ S such that:
(i) The interpretation of atomic propositions matches that implicit in the labeling function; for all p ∈ AP we have [[p]] = {s ∈ S | p ∈ L(s)}.
(ii) Satisfiability and validity of L are decidable.
(iii) The logic L is effectively closed under exact successor and predecessor operations
in Kripke structures; that is, for every formula ψ ∈ L and every R ⊆ S × S we can
compute pre(ψ), post(ψ) ∈ L such that
[[pre(ψ)]] = {s0 ∈ S | ∃s ∈ [[ψ]] : (s0 , s) ∈ R}
[[post(ψ)]] = {s0 ∈ S | ∃s ∈ [[ψ]] : (s, s0 ) ∈ R} .
(iv) The surjective abstraction function α : S → I is representable by a set of predicates
{ψi ∈ L | i ∈ I} such that, for all i ∈ I, we have [[ψi ]] = {s ∈ S | α(s) = i}.
(This is, for example, the case in predicate abstraction.)
The first three conditions may be relaxed, as familiar in the judicious over- and
under-approximation of precise abstract models for undecidable logics.
Pre-abstraction. A may-transition from i to i0 exists iff ψi ∧ pre(ψi0 ) is satisfiable.
If satisfiability is undecidable, we ensure soundness but may lose precision by adding
such a may-transition whenever the satisfiability
of ψi ∧ pre(ψi0 ) is unknown. A mustW
of the undecidtransition from i to D exists iff ψi ⇒ ( i0 ∈D pre(ψi0 )) is valid. In caseW
ability of validity, we add a must-transition only if the validity of ψi ⇒ ( i0 ∈D pre(ψi0 ))
is known. A predicate literal l (either some p or some ¬p) is in L(i) iff ψi ⇒ l is valid.
As in the treatment of must-transitions, l is ruled to be a member of L(i) only if the
validity of ψi ⇒ l can be established.
Post-abstraction. The transitions from BRANCH-states and the labeling function rely
on an implementation of set membership, as specified in Definition 10. A transition
from the OR-state i ∈ I to the BRANCH-state b ∈ P(I ∪ AP) exists iff
^
^
^
^
p∧
¬p
(1)
¬pre(ψi0 ) ∧
ψi ∧
pre(ψi0 ) ∧
i0 ∈b∩I

p∈b∩AP

i0 ∈I\b

p∈AP\b

is satisfiable. If satisfiability is undecidable, we over-approximate in the same manner
as described above.
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7 Expressiveness of pre- and post-abstractions
In order to obtain a fair comparison between pre- and post-abstraction, we take into
account the removal of hypertransitions whose targets are supersets of other hypertransition targets, as well as the sharing of identical hypertransition targets for different
hypertransition sources through, what we refer to below as, “division points”.
Pre-abstraction can be less complex than post-abstraction:
Example 8. Consider the Kripke structure with state set (P(X) \ {{}}) ∪ X where
X = {x1 , ..xn }, transition relation {(X 0 , x) | X 0 ∈ P(X) \ {{}} & x ∈ X 0 }, and
arbitrary labeling function. The partition, which determines α, is given by {P(X) \
{{}}, {x1}, ..., {xn }}. Then the post-abstraction yields the µ-automaton with the same
structure as the considered Kripke structure, except that an additional OR-state per partition element is being used. In particular, that µ-automaton has at least 2 n BRANCHstates (depending on the labeling function, up to n − 1 further BRANCH-states can
exist), n + 1 OR-states (of which n are trivial, i.e., have exactly one outgoing transition), at least 2n transitions leading to OR-states, and n2n−1 transitions leading to
BRANCH-states.
On the other hand, the corresponding pre-abstraction yields the generalized Kripke
5
jvvdhjv14 :
j vh
d
h
d
h
j
d
modal transition system T T•HHH .. , which has n + 1 states, one division point, and
T TH$ .
)
n + 1 transitions to and from that division point, and n may-transitions.






Post-abstractions, in turn, can be less complex than pre-abstractions:
Example 9. Consider the Kripke structure with state set X∪X 0 with X = {x1 , . . . , xn }
and X 0 = {x01 , . . . , x0n }, transition relation {(xi , X 0 \ {x0i }) | i ∈ {1, ..., n}}, and arbitrary labeling function. The partition, determining α, is given by {X, {x 01 }, ..., {x0n }}.
Then the post-abstraction yields the µ-automaton with the same structure as the considered Kripke structure, except that an additional OR-state per partition element is being
used. In particular, that µ-automaton has 2n BRANCH-states, n + 1 OR-states (where
n of them are trivial in the sense aforementioned), and n2 + n transitions (of which n
result from trivial OR-states).
On the other hand, the corresponding pre-abstraction yields a generalized Kripke
modal transition system with n + 1 states, (n2 − n)/2 division points (all must-hypertransitions having a target set consisting of two elements exist), (3n 2 −3n)/2 transitions
to and from division points, and n may-transitions.
Examples 8 and 9 illustrate that either pre- or post-abstractions can yield smaller
abstractions. Taking the size of such abstractions and cost issues of their synthesis aside,
both notions can verify the same properties of the concrete models they abstract.
Theorem 4 (Equal expressiveness). Let K = (S, R, L) be a Kripke structure, α : S →
I a surjective function, and (A, q) a rooted alternating tree automaton with (K, s) |= α
+
(A, q). Then the pre-abstraction of K with respect to α0 satisfies (A, q) where α0 : S →
K
0
{BRK
α (s) | s ∈ S} is defined by α (s) = BRα (s).
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Note that the converse of the expressiveness stated in Theorem 4 follows from
Theorem 1. Theorem 4 may suggest that post-abstraction is a redundant notion. But
in terms of efficiency, pre-abstractions with respect to the derived abstraction α 0 are
more complex than post-abstractions with respect to the original abstraction α, since
the calculation of must-hypertransitions leads to an additional exponential blow up (the
number of configurations for the model-checking game is exponentially larger). Musthypertransitions are essential: Theorem 4 won’t hold if only must-transitions that point
to singletons are allowed.
There is a curious difference between generalized Kripke modal transition systems
and µ-automata with respect to their “equational theories”. We write φ = ψ for formulas φ and ψ of the modal µ-calculus if, for a given notion of model and satisfaction game, all states in all models have the same satisfaction instances for A φ and for
Aψ — the alternating tree automata encoding the respective formulas. 2 For example,
˜ ¬p = true and EX p∨
˜ AX ¬p = true for all µ-automata and p ∈ AP,
we have p∨
but these equations won’t hold in generalized Kripke modal transition systems: nei˜ ¬p nor EX p∨
˜ AX ¬p holds in state î000 of the generalized Kripke modal tranther p∨
sition system from Figure 3. There are equations familiar from basic modal logic that
hold neither for µ-automata nor for generalized Kripke modal transition systems, e.g.
˜ EX q2 = EX (q1 ∨
˜ q2 ) which is valid over Kripke structures.
EX q1 ∨

8 Abstraction refinement
The precise abstractions proposed in this paper are suitable for counter-example-guided
abstraction-refinement since already checked properties can be reused. For both preand post-satisfaction, all previously valid satisfaction instances remain to be valid if
abstract states are refined by further splitting:
Theorem 5 (Incremental analysis). Let K = (S, R, L) be a Kripke structure and both
α1 : S → I1 , f2 : I1 → I2 surjective functions. Then for all s and all (A, q) we have
f2 ◦α1
1
(A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=α
(K, s) |=−
− (A, q)
f2 ◦α1
1
(K, s) |=+
(A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) .

The above theorem also guarantees confluence of abstractions. Finite-state abstractions, if they exist, can always be found in principle, regardless of the particular history
of incremental refinements of an initially chosen abstraction:
Theorem 6 (Confluence). Let K = (S, R, L) be a Kripke structure and both α 1 : S →
I1 , α2 : S → I2 surjective functions. Then there exist surjective functions α3 : S → I3
and f : I3 → I2 such that α2 = f ◦ α3 and, for all s and (A, q), we have
α3
1
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=− (A, q)
α1
α3
(K, s) |=+ (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=+ (A, q) .
2

We did not define true or Atrue but they hold in all states of all (kinds of) models.
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9 Discussion
The calculation of pre-abstractions may well be more efficient than the calculation of
post-abstractions, even if the resulting state space is larger, as it is, e.g., the case in
Example 9. The reason being that more complex formulas have to be checked by a
theorem prover in the synthesis of the post-abstraction, as seen in Section 6. Nevertheless, whether pre- or post-abstractions work better heavily depends on the Kripke
structure and the alternating tree automata one wishes to check. We now sketch how a
combination of pre- and post-abstraction may result in a more precise abstraction without increasing the cost of the abstraction synthesis too much. First an approximation
of the pre-abstraction avoids the expensive calculation of must-hypertransitions. Then,
before the abstraction function is being refined, a post-abstraction on the just computed
approximation of a pre-abstraction is calculated, where the information encoded in said
approximative pre-abstraction is being reused. More precisely, the post-abstraction is
calculated, locally, at those abstract states where the currently existing must-transition
information is insufficient to verify or falsify the property. This needs only to consider
those subsets of P(I) that are supersets of the local must-transition targets and subsets
of the local may-transition targets, speeding up the synthesis of the abstraction.
In order to obtain precise models for this abstraction process, a new kind of model
has to be developed: µ-automata in which there are also may-transitions and musttransitions between OR-states. In order to reduce the post-abstraction calculation with
respect to predicates in a similar way as described above, there should be a predicate
labeling function, as in generalized Kripke modal transition systems, over OR-states.
Note that this kind of model is really different from that of the modal automata in [9],
where may-transitions are allowed from BRANCH-states to OR-states only, and the
labeling function is over BRANCH-states and not over OR-states.

10 Conclusions
Using parity games and avoiding any appeal to particular kinds of models, we presented
two notions of precision for partition-based abstractions. We proved that our new notion
of post-abstraction is generally more precise than the already established one based on
pre-abstraction, and corresponds to the use of µ-automata as abstractions. For functional
abstractions, pre-abstraction is shown to be an adaptation of the abstraction games of
de Alfaro et al., and to coincide with the algebraic notion of precision given recently by
Shoham & Grumberg. The relative tradeoffs of these two notions have been investigated
along a number of dimensions: model size, cost of synthesis, and equational theories
of abstractions. A combination of both approaches has been discussed informally as
subject for future work.
Acknowledgments. This work is in part financially supported by the DFG project Refism (FE
942/1-1) and by UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EP/D50595X/1).
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A

Proof sketches

In all satisfaction games of this paper, the Verifier (resp. the Refuter) has a winning
strategy iff the Verifier (resp. the Refuter) has a memoryless winning strategy. This is
so since all these games are parity games.
Proof (Theorem 1). We show the two points of the theorem separately.
α
– (K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=+ (A, q):
Let γ− be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q). Let U be the set of configurations (s , q ) such that γ− is a
0
0
winning strategy for (α(s ), q ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (s0 , q 0 ) ∈
˜ q2 or if δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 , the Verifier plays
U is defined as follows: If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
0
0
according to γ− at (α(s ), q ).
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of U and played by the
Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described above stays within U and
is won by the Verifier.
– (K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |= (A, q):
Let γ+ be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(K, s) |=α
+ (A, q). Let V be the set of configurations (s , q ) such that γ+ is a
0 0
winning strategy for (s , q ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (s0 , q 0 ) ∈ V
˜ q2 or if δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 , the Verifier plays
is defined as follows: If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
0 0
according to γ+ at (s , q ).
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of V and played by the
Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described above stays within V and
is won by the Verifier.

Proof (Theorem 2). We show the two implications of the theorem separately.
K
– (K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇒ (Gα , α(s)) |= (A, q):
Let γ− be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q). Let U be the set of configurations (i , q ) such that γ− is a
0 0
winning strategy for (i , q ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on set U is defined
as follows:
˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γ− at (i0 , q 0 ).
• If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
• Now suppose δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 . Let ss0 be the move of the Verifier according
to strategy γ− at (i0 , q 0 ) after the Refuter picked s0 with α(s0 ) = i0 . By the
−
. The Verifier
definition of pre-abstraction (i0 , {ss0 | α(s0 ) = i0 }) ∈ RK,α
replies with this set {ss0 | α(s0 ) = i0 }.
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of U and played by
the Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above
stays within U and is won by the Verifier.
K
– (K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇐ (Gα , α(s)) |= (A, q):
Let γg be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(GK
α , α(s)) |= (A, q). Let V be the set of configurations (i , q ) such that γg is a
0 0
winning strategy for (i , q ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (i0 , q 0 ) ∈ V
is defined as follows:
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˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γg at (i0 , q 0 ).
• If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
• Consider δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 . Suppose the Refuter picked s0 with α(s0 ) = i0 . Let
D0 be the reply of the Verifier according to strategy γg at (i0 , q 0 ). Then, by the
definition of pre-abstraction, there is some s00 in {s0 }.R such that α(s00 ) ∈ D0 .
The Verifier now selects one such s00 and replies with this s00 .
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of V and played by
the Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above
stays within V and is won by the Verifier.
Proof (Theorem 3). We show the two implications of the theorem separately.
K
K
– (K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇒ (Mα , BRα (s)) |= (A, q):
Let γ+ be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
(K, s) |=α
+ (A, q). Define f to be a partial function from P(I ∪ AP) into S such
that
0
• f (b) is undefined if there is no s0 ∈ S with BRK
α (s ) = b and
K 0
0
• if there is some s ∈ S with BRα (s ) = b, we select one such s0 and define
f (b) to be that s0 .

Let U be the set of configurations (β 0 , q 0 ) such that
(a) β 0 ∈ I and, for all s0 ∈ α.{β 0 }, strategy γ+ is winning for (s0 , q 0 ) or
(b) β 0 ∈ P(I ∪ AP) and γ+ is a winning strategy for (f (β 0 ), q 0 ).
A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (β 0 , q 0 ) ∈ U is defined as follows:
˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γ+ at (f (β 0 ), q 0 ).
• If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
0
• Consider δ(q ) = EX q 00 . Let s00 be the reply of the Verifier via strategy γ+ at
(f (β 0 ), q 0 ). Thus s00 ∈ {f (β 0 )}.R. By the constraint of f and by the definition
00
0
0
K
00
of BRK
α we get α(s ) ∈ β . Hence β →α α(s ) and so the Verifier can, and
00
will, reply with α(s ).
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of U and played by
the Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above
stays within U and is won by the Verifier.
K
K
– (K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇐ (Mα , BRα (s)) |= (A, q):
Let γµ be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(MαK , BRK
α (s)) |= (A, q). Let V be the set of configurations (s , q ) such that γµ
K 0
0
is a winning strategy for (BRα (s ), q ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any
(s0 , q 0 ) ∈ V is defined as follows:
0
0
˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γµ at (BRK
• If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
α (s ), q ).
0
00
00
• Now suppose δ(q ) = EX q . Let i be the reply of the Verifier via strategy γµ
K
0
0
at (BRK
α (s ), q ). By the definition of the post-abstraction and BR α , we have
00
0
00
0
00
that i ∈ α({s }.R). Hence there is some s ∈ {s }.R with α(s ) = i00 . The
Verifier selects some such s00 and replies with that s00 .
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of V and played by
the Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above
stays within V and is won by the Verifier.
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Proof (Theorem 4). By Theorem 3, we have
K
K
(K, s) |=α
+ (A, q) ⇔ (Mα , BRα (s)) |= (A, q)

Let γµ be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
0 0
(MαK , BRK
α (s)) |= (A, q). Let U be the set of configurations (b , q ) such that γµ is a
winning strategy for (b0 , q 0 ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (b0 , q 0 ) ∈ U is
defined as follows:
˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γµ at (b0 , q 0 ).
– If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
0
– Consider the case δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 . Suppose the Refuter picked s0 with BRK
α (s ) =
0
00
0 0
b . Let i be the reply of the Verifier via strategy γµ at (b , q ). Then, by the defini00
0
00
00
tion of the post-abstraction and BRK
α , there is some s ∈ {s }.R with α(s ) = i .
00
00
The Verifier selects some such s and replies with s .
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of U and played by the
Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above stays
within U and is won by the Verifier.
Proof (Theorem 5). We show the two points of the theorem separately.
f2 ◦α1
1
– (K, s) |=−
(A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=α
− (A, q):
Let γ− be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
f2 ◦α1
(K, s) |=−
. Let U be the set of configurations (i01 , q 0 ) such that γ− is a winning
strategy for (f2 (i01 ), q 0 ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (i01 , q 0 ) ∈ U is
defined as follows:
˜ q2 , the Verifier plays according to γ− at (f2 (i01 ), q 0 ).
• If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
• Now consider δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 . Suppose the Refuter picked s0 with α1 (s0 ) = i01 .
Let s00 be the reply of the Verifier via strategy γ− at (f2 (i01 ), q 0 ) after the Refuter
picked s0 . The Verifier therefore replies with s00 .
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of U and played by
the Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described in the two items above
stays within U and is won by the Verifier.
f2 ◦α1
1
– (K, s) |=+
(A, q) ⇒ (K, s) |=α
+ (A, q):
Let γ− be a winning strategy for the Verifier with respect to the satisfaction game
f2 ◦α1
(K, s) |=+
(A, q). Let V be the set of configurations (s0 , q 0 ) such that γ+ is a
winning strategy for (s0 , q 0 ). A winning strategy for the Verifier on any (s0 , q 0 ) ∈ V
˜ q2 or if δ(q 0 ) = EX q 00 , the Verifier plays
is defined as follows: If δ(q 0 ) = q1 ∧
0 0
according to γ+ at (s , q ).
It is easily checked that a play beginning in a configuration of V and played by the
Verifier according to the memoryless strategy described above stays within V and
is won by the Verifier.

Proof (Theorem 6). Define I 0 = I1 × I2 and let the projection f = π2 : I 0 → I2
be given by π2 (i1 , i2 ) = i2 . Furthermore, let the abstraction function α3 : S → I 0 be
defined by α3 (s) = (α1 (s), α2 (s)). Let I be the restriction of I 0 onto the image of α3 .
1
Then the first constraint α2 = f ◦ α3 is satisfied. Furthermore, (K, s) |=α
− (A, q) ⇔
π1 ◦α3
π1 ◦α3
(A, q) ⇒
(A, q), where π1 (i1 , i2 ) = i1 . By Theorem 5, (K, s) |=−
(K, s) |=−
3
(K, s) |=α
− (A, q), as required.
The second point of the theorem is shown in a similar manner.
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